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9 June 2003

Dear Mr. Hinduja,

On behalf of the Secretary-General, I would like to thank you for your
letter of 9 May, attaching a note on "The American Century" which he read
with great interest.

The Secretary-General thanks you for the kind words you addressed
to him personally.

/

Yours sincerely,

S. Iqbal Riza
Chef de Cabi

Mr. Srichand P. Hinduja
Chairman
Hinduja Group of Companies and

Hinduja Foundation
London
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NOTE TO MR. RIZA

Letter from Mr. Hinduia to the Secretary-General
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I attach a letter addressed to the Secretary-General from Mr. Hinduja.
He is a very prominent British businessman who has met the Secretary-General
socially on a number of occasions.

The Secretary-General may thus wish to be aware that he has written,
even though a substantive reply to Mr. Hinduja may not be appropriate.

I also attach my reply to Mr. Hinduja's covering letter to me.

Thank you.

Shashi Tharoor
4 June 2003
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9 May 2003 EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THEiSECRETARY-GENERAL

His Excellency Kofi A. Annan
The Secretary General of the United Nations
UN Headquarters
First Avenue, 46th Street
New York, NY 10017

.̂ ^^ unfoldingj events o:c
the past few months culminating mjhejwarjn ^"l- With this in miijd, we arc;
talciirg"tBis "opportunity to write to you and praise the rol^vou^have !played in
steering the international coimnunity over this difficult period. T.
youliave taken in trying to avert war in the region was commeri&able and
courageous, I

i
Recent events have witnessed the growing feeling of anti- Americanism in the;
world today. We_believe the causes Joi ; such outpourings of resentmbnt"ac3x»s:;

...̂ g. globe need to be arialysed anid ajMresseJd7'fhT~inte^
should not fail in its efforts to promote democracy, economic reconstruction
and pluralism in Iraq and Afghanistan. We have set out some ideas tcfdeal with
these issues in the enclosed note. We do believe that the world'ls leading
democracies have a special responsibility to promote respect for djemocratii'
and pluralistic values across the world. ;

ii
We very ̂ much hope ;that you can give these suggestions your consideration and
would welcome any thoughts you might have on ihese ideas. ;

i

We have also sent a copy of the attached note to the authorities in the US, UB1
and India.

With all best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Srichand PHinduja
Chairman
Hinduja Group of Companies and Hinduja Foundation

. For UK correspondence
New Zealand House, 14th Floor, 80 Haymarket. London SWlY 4Te

TalaphonQ: 020 7839 4661 Fac$irnile; 020 7639 5992
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The American Centurv,

Never in human history has a nation wedded to the ideals of life, liberty and iho

pursuit of happiness contributed so much to the enrichment of human civilization a:;

the United States has done over the last century. It was the United States ihat led the

fight against Nazi fascism and Soviet totalitarianism., freeing world from l|he menace;

of fascist and totalitarian domination. It is the United States that today lea<|ls the figh:
!

against the menace of global terrorism. But friends and well wishers of ithe United

States are pained and concerned that despite its commitment to human V/elfare and
i

well being the United States is today increasingly viewed with suspicion m\d anger. I;

is noteworthy that despite its active participation in the conflict in Iraq, [the United

Kingdom has conducted its diplomacy in a manner that has ensured that i^nti-British

sentiments have not been provoked across the globe. The images of American fls'.gs

being burnt and Embassies abroad being turned into virtual fortresses can no longer be

merely regarded as manifestations of jealousy of the achievements of a: great and

powerful country. What motivates people to indulge in such activities? |

i

Victory in two World Wars and the disintegration of the Soviet Unior} in the last
i

decade of the twentieth century heralded the emergence of the United Stlates as the
i

unchallenged leader of the world. Even protagonists of a multi-polar vforld orcle-

acknowledge that in an ultimate analysis it is the United States alone that possesses the
I

military and economic power and technological edge to determine the course of world

affairs. The expansion of the European Union is only likely to strengthen the
i

worldwide perception that the continent is insular and protectionist, even [as the EU

itself remains divided by historic differences and rivalries between its most1 influential

members. Further, the United States renews and revitalizes itself and enhances its

creativity and dynamism by welcoming people from across the world as partners in ihi;

American way of life, where diversity is cherished and respected. Continental Europe

and Japan are, however, doomed to face stagnation that is inherent in! excessive

inbreeding. The United Kingdom is, however, a unique example of multi-cultural

harmony reinforcing inherent national strengths.
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The challenges that the United States may face from other centers of'power l iku

Russia and China are also not going to be formidable. Russia is likely to take years to

fashion a genuinely democratic society and end organized crime and [ethnic and

religious tensions. While China today appears to be an industrial powerhouse, it

cannot ultimately reconcile the contradictions involved in building a society that L;

open economically and repressive politically. There has been talk of building alliance:;

of emerging powers like Russia, China and India. But the stakes that all theso

countries have in nurturing relations with the United States far outweigh i:hi:

advantages of seeking any alliance to counter American power. Thus the Uijiited State;

is not likely to face any challenge to its overwhelming power in conventio4al balance

of power terms in the foreseeable future. The twenty-first century | has quite

appropriately been described as the American century. '

The Challenges Aheach !

While no single country or group of countries can challenge; American
i

dominance in the foreseeable future, the terrorist attacks of 9/11 are a pofnier 10 i:lns
]

types of unconventional threats that the United States will face both at', home and

abroad. The United States now recognizes that the main threats it faces [flow from

terrorist organizations with a global reach and from States sponsoring or ̂ upportinj'

such terrorist organizations, while seeking to develop weapons of mass instruction.

But it would have to be acknowledged that whether in Afghanistan or Iraqjthe United

States has extended support to wrong people in the past. Osama bin L^den wa<; a
i

recipient of American support in the war against Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.

Likewise Saddam Hussein and the Socialist Baath Party in Iraq were viewed as asset;

since the 1960s and more particularly during the Iran-Iraq war in the i980s. EJut

friends of the United States recognize that such alliances were formed in the years ot

the Cold War to confront the challenges posed by Soviet power. Given the JJact that this

United States no longer faces the challenges it faced from Soviet power it }s now in ;i
i

far better position to ensure that it deals with world issues in a manner that promote:;
i
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the values of democracy and pluralism that it cherishes. Democratic and; pluralistici
societies do noi countenance or promote terrorism, or wage wars of conquest anc.

subjugation. i

The United States has demonstrated the will and power to prevail niiilitarily in

recent times in both Afghanistan and Iraq. But it would be a mistake to presume tha:

the political battle to see that societies in these countries adopt democratic and

pluralistic values is going to be won as easily or swiftly as the militar!' conflicts.

Central authority in Afghanistan has traditionally been weak because of ;ethnic and

tribal factors. Further, the ethnic and religious-ideological links that the 1(aliban and
i

Al Qaeda have developed outside Afghanistan are such that it is going to take a

prolonged international commitment to stabilize the situation in that country. The

United States has done remarkably well in forging an international coaljtion in its

military and diplomatic efforts in Afghanistan. This effort has to be sustained with the

Kabul Government being strengthened in developing its administrative, military and
i

financial resources with external assistance.
]

Unlike Afghanistan, Iraq has a vibrant middle class and no dearth of qualified

professionals. But die challenges that the United States faces there arise fni>m the fact

that while the overthrow of Saddam Hussein has been widely welcomed, |the United

States is widely viewed as a foreign occupying power. There are also fearsithat taking

control of Iraq's oil resources has been a key factor in the American in|tervention.

These are issues that need to be addressed. An international framework! has to b<;

created that will persuade Iraqis mat ii is indeed the aim of the United States to enable

them to be masters of their own destiny. The United States has understandable
l

misgivings about involving those who opposed its military action being g[ven a veto

or leading role in rebuilding Iraq. But given Iraq's ethnic diversity and theiemergencc

of a determined effort to assert a Shiite identity, it is important that Iraqis ishould not

feel that an externally designed constitutional structure is being impose^ on them.

Asian countries that have developed viable democratic institutions 'should bi:

associated with the effort, even if necessary at a non-governmental level, ]K> assist in
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building a political consensus in Iraq to evolve a democratic, pluralistic and federal

state structure. It is noteworthy that Iraqi political leaders have praised the Idemocra.tii:

and federal constitutional practices in the world's most populous democrac^, India.

The Way Ahead. j

The American and British military action in Iraq has served a warning to

repressive regimes that they should rethink their ways. However, unlike ''he case of
i

Afghanistan the American military action to remove Saddam Hussein from'j power has

been marked by worldwide anti-American demonstrations. This has been particularly so

in Islamic countries that have emerged from colonial domination. Never having been a

colonial power the United States perhaps does not fully appreciate the depth of feeling

in such countries against anything that is perceived to be colonial occupation or

imposition, however, well-meaning its efforts. It is important to takp steps to

transparently demonstrate to people in Iraq that they are not being compelled by an
i

external power motivated by an interest in their oil resources to develop alijen system s
i

of governance. Iraqis should not get the feeling that they are being forced to accept u

ruling political elite that is subservient to foreign patrons. !
i
i

Despite all its failings, the Saddam Hussein regime was aware of the threat from

manifestations of religious extremism. The real danger to the United States jand indeed
l

all democratic and pluralistic societies arises from regimes that lactj. domestio

legitimacy and seek to divert attention to alleged grievances of Muslims [worldwide,

especially on the Palestinian issue. This is evident from the fact that whereas, lip service

is paid to the Palestinian cause, Palestinians have received harsh treatment in a number

of Arab countries. The Bush Administration has rightly developed a road mab for peacu

on this issue. This will no doubt be vigorously pursued, even while making jt clear that

there can be no compromise on Israel's requirement for secure and guaranteeid frontiers.

But resolution of the Palestinian issue alone will not end the security threats that i:hc

United States will face either from terrorist elements misusing the name o!f Islam, o r

from undemocratic regimes supporting terrorism and acquiring WMD capabilities.
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Addressing these issues will require imaginative resiruct ,iring ami

democratization of Arab societies. This is particularly important in dealing v, ith the rol:

that some countries play in funding and spreading religious extremism, into erance and

fundamentalism worldwide. Restructuring such societies and ending the finding and

support they extend for religious fundamentalism worldwide has to remain a high

priority for the United States and the international community. The emerge tee of Shin

assertiveness in Iraq would be a phenomenon that has to be understood anc channeled

to create a strategic balance in the Middle East.

The United States is concerned about the role of Iran but Iran did pl£[y a helpful

role in the ouster of the Taliban in Afghanistan. It would be necessary to petjsuade Iran,

both directly and through countries it regards as being friendly like fndia anjj Russia to
i

understand American imperatives in Iraq. The United Kingdom is well pclsitioned to
i

reinforce this effort- It has to be remembered that Iranians as a people take jbride in this

strengths of their civilization and heritage and by inclination yearn for acceptance by

the United States and the west. '•

The factors that motivate terrorism lie not merely in economic backwardness.
i

The bulk of those who perpetrated the terrorist outrages of 9/11 came from affluent

countries. The nurseries of terrorism are to be found today in countries where' a recourse

to medieval interpretations of religious scriptures takes precedence over modem

education. The problem of global terrorism cannot be addressed unless governmental

structures emerge in such countries that foster modern education and prevenlj the spread

of ideas of religious bigotry and hatred. Religious leaders in these countries!have to be

persuaded to emphasize that Islam rejects all manifestations of intolerance and violence.

Those countries that refuse to do this have to be dealt with firmly, with a subtle carrot

and stick approach. The most difficult challenge that we face today is the tendency or

vested interests in the Islamic world to reject modem, democratic and plural jstic value.1;

as being a negation of the tenets of Islam. The United States and other democratic and
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i

pluralistic societies have to work together to promote individuals and movements that

understand and interpret Islam in a truly contemporary context. '.

\

The United States alone has the resources and power to address thes£ issues that

cannot be resolved merely by recourse to military force. It will have to buik| an alliance

of democracies dedicated to pluralism to move ahead on this path. It is pertinent that

growing democratization in Latin America has been accompanied by a distinct

reduction in the anti-American sentiments that prevailed earlier. There arb not muny

people in Latin America who regard the Fidel Castro regime as a role modeliany longer.

The evolution of democratic dispensations in the Middle East would significant!5'

change prevailing prejudices against the United States. '••
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Mr. Shashi Tharoor
Under-Secretary-General for Communications
and Public Information
UN Headquarters
First Avenue, 46th Street
New York, NY 10017

(_

Further to our telephone conversation yesterday, I enclose my ,itiote on the
American Century. The note provides an analysis of cunient events
following the Iraq War., and looks to how the international <pomniunj ry
should work to promote democracy, economic reconstruction a'.id
pluralism in Iraq and Afghanistan. ;

As we discussed, I would be grateful for your comments and views on
this. I have also taken this opportunity of enclosing a letter addressed to
the Secretary General and would much appreciate if this lettejr, together
with the note, could be brought to his attention. ,

I will be visiting New York shortly and hope we can have the opportunity
to meet. Once my plans have been finalised I will let you know.;

i

With all best wishes from my brother and myself, !

Srichand P Hinduja

. For UK correspondent:!?
New Zealand House, 14th Floor, 80 Haymarket, London SW1Y4TE

Telephone: 020 7339 4661 Facsimile: 020 7839 5902

w
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REFERENCE 20 May 2003

I would like to thank you for your fax of 9 May 2003. I do apologize that
the pressures of work have prevented me from replying earlier.

As requested, I have forwarded a copy of your letter and Note on
"The American Century" to the Secretary-General for his attention.

I also found your thoughtful piece of considerable interest. It is notable
and reassuring that you have highlighted many of the key themes that the
Secretary-General has addressed in recent speeches on Iraq. I particularly
welcome your emphasis on the importance of an international framework
and response to effectively "win the peace", not just in Iraq, but in the wider
region.

As to the other paper you sent, I have passed it on to Mr. Benon Sevan,
Executive Director of the Oil for Food Programme, but given how
overwhelmed he and his staff are by the current work required by the
Security Council resolution on the subject, I would not expect a quick reply.

I will be travelling in Asia and Europe for much of the next month,
but I do hope that we will have a chance to meet soon.

With my best personal regards to you, and to GP,

^A
Yours sincerely,

Shashi Tharoor
Under-Secretary-General

for Communications and Public Information

Mr. Srichand P. Hinduja
New Zealand House
14th Floor
80 Haymarket
London SW1Y 4TE
United Kingdom




